
We as TelKaTem Consulting and Representation Ltd. Sti,

render an extensive technical and commercial consulting and

representation service in Turkey, intended for wire and cable

manufacturing industry.

We represent world’s leading companies in Turkey, which

manufacture machines and equipments regarding wire and

cable manufacturing process.

Our aim is to give the best and the most comprehensive

technical consulting and representation service in Wire &

Cable Industry with our experienced team and our working

principle we gain an expected trust in our field.

In addition to consultancy and representation services,

TelKaTem has been a leading and reliable solution partner in

the sector for more than 30 years also by providing after-

sales technical services to its customers trough its sister

company TelKaTem Teknik Servis Ltd. Sti.

+90 (216) 372 69 26

New project and inquiries:
info@telkatem.com.tr

Technical assistance and service requests:
servis@telkatemservis.com.tr

Erenköy Mah.
Semsettin Günaltay Cad. No.: 157
Sultan Palas Apt. D: 17
34738 Kadıköy – İstanbul (TURKEY)
www.telkatem.com.tr

Your Reliable Solution Partner
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Companies we represent in Turkey

Maschinenfabrik NIEHOFF GmbH.
Wet wire drawing lines for copper, aluminium and
their alloys, bunching, stranding and braiding
machines, electro-plating lines

ROSENDAHL GmbH.
Insulation, sheating and SZ stranding lines for power, 
telecommunication, data transmission and
automotive cable production

NEXTROM Oy.
Optical fiber manufacturing systems, preform
manufacturing, cladding and fiber drawing towers

ESTEVES Group S.A.
Synthetic-(PCD) and
natural-(ND) diamond and
tungsten carbide wire, tube
and profile drawing dies
and extrusion tools, die
reconditioning and
polishing equipments

REBER Systematic GmbH.
Filtration and tempering
units for cooling
lubricants

MEDEK & SCHÖRNER 
Ges.mbH
Cable and tube marking
equipments and optical
fiber colouring lines

BURSTER GmbH. 
Resistance measuring
equipments

Verschleißtechnik KÄMPFER GmbH
Steel, ceramic and hard metal or
ceramic coated drawing rings, 
cones and pulleys

STEINTEX oHG.
Plastic spools for braiding
machines

AstroPlast GmbH.
Plastic spools for ferrous and
non-ferrous wires
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